Oil filling automatic transmission 8HP55A Audi
at 40°C on overfill

Control

Refilling

Comment

Apply e.g. if leakages

Apply e.g. after repair

Pay attention to the oil sort

could

or

see lubrication list

be suspected

change of control unit

TE ML 11

Vehicle must stand even

Vehicle must stand even

on the auto hoist

on the auto hoist

application of handbrake

application of handbrake

- Car must stand level on the hoist
The driven wheels or the
transmission output must be at a
standstill for at least two

Connect test application to read

minutes before checking the oil

transmission oil temperature

carry out repair

and engine speed

level
Apply the handbrake
- Move selector lever to position P
- EGS must not be in emergency

Connect test application to read
Start engine

transmission oil temperature
and engine speed

program
- Switch the main consumers
for instance the air conditioning,
either on or off according to the
car manufacturers instructions

Change gears while

Filling up to the edge

engine in use

of the overfill

at idling speed

while engine stands still

Use pos. R and D over stepshifting

Start engine

(manual-winterprogram)

and adjust again

shift until the max gear

until overrun

Hold each the gear for 10 seconds

Change gears while

and

engine in use

select parking lock

in idling speed

Hold the rotation speed in pos. P

Use pos. R and D over stepshifting

for 30 sec. at 2000 rpm

(manual-winterprogram)

(filling the torque converter)

shift until the max gear

Hold each the gear for 10 seconds
and
select parking lock

Hold the rotation speed in pos. P
for 30 sec. at 2000 rpm
(filling the torque converter)
see page 2
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Idle speed engine = 650-950 rpm
as to the instruction of the vehicle manufacturer
No
Yes

Engine error
Oil setting
not possible

Eliminate error
see repair manual
of the engine

Oil temperature
between 30°C +. 35°C
No
Yes

Depending on condition
of oil temperature cool
down or warm up the oil

Open the filler screw
on
housing

Outflow with oil oil temperature
inferior to 35°C
No
Yes

Change gears
while engine in use
at idling speed

Select pos. R and D over
stepshifting
( manual-winterprogram)
shift until max. gear

Hold each gear for
10 seconds and
select parking lock

Hold rotation speed in pos. P
for 30 sec. at 2000 rpm
(filling the torque converter)

Wait until
öil reaches a temperatur
of 40°C+10°C

Refill oil and raise
the oil level
until outflow

Oil temperature
should
not exceed 50°C

Wait until
oil reaches a temperatur
of 40°C+10°C

after dtrip
tighten the
filler screw

Oil temperature
should not
exceed 50°C

Open the
filler screw
on housing

Outflow with oil temperature
inferior to 35°C
No

Transmission
is
underfilled

after drip
tighten the
filler screw
Yes

Transmission
is
underfilled

Wait until
oil reaches a temperature of
40°C + 10°C

Refill oil and raise
the oil level
until outflow

Oil temperature
should not
exceed 50°C

Wait until
oil reaches a temperature
of 40°C+10°C

After drip
tighten
the fillerscrew

Oil temperature
should not
exceed 50°C

After drip
tighten the
the filler screw
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A version with thermostatic valve needs a new oil control
after a driving test and an oil temperature > 75°C.
After the trial run cool down the transmission to approx
35°C and carry out the oil control.

Note!
Allowed adjusting range = 40°C bis 50°C
Corresponds to a maximum and minimum oil level
in the automatic transmission
A recommend adjusting range = 40°C
These corresponds about a mean oil level
in the automatic transmission

